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Subject to change! 

8.45 - 9.00 Opening Slides & Conference Opening 

9.00 – 9.45 Teaching with eyes closed: senses as the route to 
learning - Fiona Mauchline

9.50 - 10.00 Klett - partner presentation

10.05 - 10.50 Attention! You are now leaving your Comfort Zone! 
- David Spencer

10.55 - 11.05 Macmillan - partner presentation

11.05 - 11.15 Edubears - partner presentation

11.20 – 12.05 Remote Theatre Workshop - Nick Bilbrough

12.05 - 12.40 Lunch Break

12.40 - 13.10 Panel Discussion: Teaching in these challenging 
times

13.10 - 13.15 break

13.15 - 14.00 Making Lessons Memorable - Marjorie Rosenberg

14.00 - 14.10 Express Publishing - partner presentation

14.15 - 15.00
Physically-distanced teaching tips - boosting 
children's engagement with English — David 
Valente

15.00 - 15.15 Raffle & Closing
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Partner Presentations

Klett - mCourser - modern assistant for teachers - Václav Hoďák

Coronavirus is affecting the lives of people all around the world including teachers 
and students. Teachers and students are under pressure to manage distance 
learning and to obtain necessary knowledge in a short period of time. mCourser is a 
modern, intuitive, interactive educational platform. mCourser enables teachers to 
create assignments, to communicate with students, to share various bonus materials 
and get detailed statistics about their student's progress.

Macmillan - Jakub Bąk

A short, 10 minute look at what Macmillan Education has prepared for all of us that 
are yet again faced with the task of teaching our classes remotely. 
A quick walkthrough of Macmillan's digital resources that are now an integral part of 
our courses as well as an overview of all additional practical materials prepared for 
distance learning.
Presenting examples of how-to videos, distance learning guides, blogs, webinars, e-
lessons and more…

Edu Bears - Advice, assistance, advantage, ... What else does your school 
need now? - Adam Jańczak

Managing a successful language school is not easy these days. Listen and learn 
about what actions Edu Bears is taking in order to support our Partner Language 
Schools in maintaining their business momentum and how our team accompanies 
their daily efforts and activities. Get access to the elements of our know how, use 
them and make sure your school will get through safe and sound. 

Express Publishing - Daniel Morris

Daniel Morris will present an overview of Express Digibooks, our innovative gamified 
LMS platform, Ms. Rosenberg's Communicative Business English Activities, and our 
brand new GE series for all levels."


